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exclaims: " everything changes, but nothing perishes; One only is immutable, eternal and ever
endures. . , . With this philosophy, my spirit grows, my mind expands. Whereof, however
obscure the night may be, I await daybrea\: " and he promised himself the reward of his
efforts "if not under one hood, then under another."^-
Afterwards, in Germany, he wrote as if with a premonition of his end:
'^Whatsoever cruel fate shall await me, the struggle, begun far back in boyhood," will
be maintained; " nor may death itself bear the smallest terror for me. . . ."2
And again: "I have fought: it is much. . . . Victory lies in the hands of Fate. Be
that with me as it may, . . . future ages will not deny that I did not fear to die, was second
to none in constancy, and preferred a spirited death to a craven life."3
His subsequent controversies and wanderings, his falling into the hands of the Inquisition
in 1592, through the hostility of a Venetian who had affected a wish to be instructed by him;
his transference to Rome; his defence of himself; his eight years in prison; and then the final
sentence of death, all came to pass while Queen Elizabeth was still reigning. In February,
1600, the last scene of his career was thus briefly recorded in a newsletter from Rome:
" Yesterday morning in the Field of Flowers was burnt alive that wicked Dominican
brother from Nola ... a most obstinate heretic. ... He said he died willingly and was a
martyr, and that his soul would ascend in die smoke to Paradise."4
"The whirligig of Time brings in his revenges"; and in 1889 a statue was erected to
Bruno on the site of his death; some of his eulogists advocating this memorial under the
impression that he had been a " freethinker " in the modern sense of the word. But he had
proclaimed himself "a lover of God"; and the freedom he claimed in his quest for universal
knowledge bore no resemblance to the theories which in the i8th century were hailed as " the
Dawn of Reason," or acclaimed in the I9th century as a triumph of Science over Superstition/''
l"Il Candelajo"   Trans:  Boulting, pp. 74-75.
2" De Monade, numero et figura," etc.: Cap: I, v. 38-45. Boulting, p. 236.
3Ib: Cap.: vii, v. 128 seq.   Boulting, p. 237.
4 " Libri D'Avvisi e di Ritorni" Berti, " Vita di Giordano Bruno." 1886. Cit. Boulting, p, 303.
£ Boulting states Bruno's works to have been put on the Index in 1603, but does not give references;
and these works do not seem to be among those condemned or corrected in "Indicts Librorum
Expurgandorum In studiosorum gratiam confecti Tomus primus, in quo quinquaginta. Auctorum
Libri prae Caeteris desiderati emandantur, Per F. lo. Mariam BrasichelL ^Sacri Palatij Apost.
Magistrum in unum corpus redacto, et pub. commoditati aeditus. Romae primo:Deinde Bergami,
Typis Comini Venturae 1808. Preface dated "Romae ex Palatio Afostolico anno salutis 1607.'
Vide "An exact reprint of the Roman Index Expurgatorius . . . edited with a preface" (85 pp.)
"by Richard Gibbings . . . Dublin . . . " 1837, published to subscribers. Gibbings shows how
Pope Leo X in 1515 issued a decree against " pernicious books," and arranged for licenses to be
given in Rome and elsewhere for printing. In 1520 (xvi Kal. Julii) Pope Leo issued his Bull
" Contra errores Martini Lutheri," directing that Luther's works be publicly burned. As Cardinals,
Patriarchs, Archbishops, Bishops, were forbidden to read the books of heretics, it is the less
surprising that Bruno's defence, that he read such works only out of curiosity, was not accepted.

